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March 29,2018
Re: Congresswoman Rosen and Rosen þr Nevada have accepted improper and excessive
in-kind contributions from two law firms.

Dear Ms. Stevenson

This verified complaint is filed pursuant to 52 U.S.C. $ 30109(a)(1) upon information and
belief that Congresswoman Jacky Rosen and her authorized campaign committee, Rosen for
Nevada, illegally accepted improper and excessive in-kind contributions far beyond the limits set
out by the Federal Election Campaign Act ("FECA").

FACTS
On November 17,2016, Congresswoman Jacky Rosen and her campaign committee,
Rosen for Nevada, became defendants in a defamation lawsuit alleging over $8,000,000 in
damages stemming from actions in the 2016 election for Nevada's 3'd Congressional District.l

According to court filings, Rosen retained two law firms for the purpose of representing her and
the campaign: (1) Wolf, Rifkin, Shapiro, Schulman & Rabkin, LLP ("Wolf Rifkin") and(2)
Perkins Coie LLP. Between both law firms, atotal of six attorneys are counsel of record for the
matter.2

In June 2017, Clark County District Court denied Rosen's motion to dismiss and permitted the
lawsuit to continue.3 Following this decision, Rosen and Rosen for Nevada appealed the matter
to the Supreme Court of the State of Nevada, the highest state court in Nevada.a
Since the litigation began in November 2016, Rosen for Nevada has not made any disbursements
to Wolf Rifkin. Since its creation as a political committee in January of 2016, Rosen for Nevada

I https://www.reviewjournal.com/news/politics-and-government/tarkanian-pccuses-rosen-of-defaming-him-in-

campaign-ads/.
2
For Perkins Coie, this includes Marc Elias (Partner and Member of Firmwide Executive Committee), Graham
V/ilson (Partner), Elisabeth Frost (Partner), Amanda Callais (Associate). For Wolf Rifkin, this includes Bradley
Schrager (Partner) and Daniel Bravo (Associate). See Docket Entries on the Nevada Supreme Court flrling website:
http ://caseinfo. nvsupremecourt.us/public/caseView.do?csIID=43 503.
3

htqrs://www.reviewjoumal.com/news/politics-and-govemment/nevada/clark-county-judge-refuses-to-toss-rosendefamation-suit/.
a
http ://caseinfo.nvsupremecourt.us/public/caseView.do?csIID=43 503.
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has made one disbursement to Perkins Coie for a small sum of approximately $6,000.s Because
Perkins Coie is a commonly used vendor for Democratic campaigns, Complainant has no reason

to believe that this disbursement was related to defending the defamation lawsuit.

LEGAL ANALYSN
Federal law defines a contribution as "anything of value given, loaned or advanced to
influence a federal election."6 This includes "the provision of any goods or services without
charge or at a charge that is less than the usual and normal charge for such goods or services."T
Common examples of in-kind contributions include the use of a firm's "facilities, equipment,
supplies, [and] personnel."s

Importantly, federal law prohibits candidates and political committees from knowingly accepting
any contributions in excess of the contribution limits set out by law.e As limited liability
partnerships, Wolf Rifkin and Perkins Coie are limited to contributing no more than $2,700 per
election cycle to Rosen and Rosen for Nevada.l0
Public court fîlings demonstrate that Wolf Rifkin and Perkins Coie have provided legal services
to Jacky Rosen and Rosen for Nevada for sixteen months.ll Court filings also show that Wolf
Rifkin and Perkins Coie are the lead counsel of record for Rosen and Rosen for Nevada in this
litigation.r2 This means that all aspects of sixteen months of litigation, both at the trial and
appellate level, have been managed and controlled by Wolf Rifkin and Perkins Coie.
Based on information provided in the publicly reported aspects of the litigation, Wolf Rifkin and
Perkins Coie have performed the following services for Rosen and her campaign, which surely
resulted in significant cost incurred:13

(l)

Legal representation in all court proceedings in the Eighth Judicial District of
Nevada.
(2) Legal representation in all court proceedings related to an appeal in the Supreme
Court of Nevada.

5

https://www.fec.sov/datalcommittee/C00606939/?tab=spending#disbursement-transactions.
https://www.fec.gov/help-candidates-and-committees/candidate-takins-receipts/contribution-types/.
7 1l CFR 100.52(dXl) (emphasis added).

6

8

Id.

e

1l CFR 110.9 ("No officer or employee of a political committee shall knowingly accept a contribution made for
the benefit or use of a candidate, or make any expenditure on behalf of a candidate, in violation of any limitation
imposed on contributions and expenditures under this part I10.")
r0

https://www.fec.gov/help-candidates-and-committees/candidate-takine-receipts/contribution-limits-candidates/.
rlRosen v, Tarkanian, Notice of Appeal, 6/19117 . See also:
5 03.
http ://casei n fo.nvsupremecourt.us/public/caseView.do?csIID:43
t2

Id.

r3

See

Exhibit A. See also: http://caseinfo.nvsupremecourt.us/public/caseView.do?csIID:43503.
2
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(3) All motions filed for proceedings in the Eighth Judicial District and Supreme Court of
Nevada.

(4) Providing meeting space for two settlement meetings (October 20,2017; Ianuary 26,
20r 8).

(5) Preparation and legal representation involving both settlement meetings.
(6) $250 check submitted to the Clerk of the Supreme Court of Nevada.
(7) Preparation and legal representation involving the parties' Opening Brief and
Appendix due May 3,2018.
Interestingly enough, since its creation in January of 2016, Rosen for Nevada has made zero
disbursements to Wolf Rifkin.la Indeed, Rosen for Nevada has only once made a disbursement
generally related to legal services.l5
Put simply, the public record demonstrates that neither Wolf Rifkin nor Perkins Coie have been
substantially paid for sixteen months of litigation on behalf of Rosen and Rosen for Nevada.
Under a plain reading of I I CFR 100.52(dxl), this amounts to an illegal in-kind contribution to
Rosen and Rosen for Nevada from Wolf Rifkin and Perkins Coie. Through provision of sixteen
months of legal representation, Wolf Rifkin and Perkins Coie have certainly exceeded federal

contribution limits.
Specifically, in-kind contributions of services are "valued at the prevailing commercial rate at the
time the services are rendered (i.e., the amount that was paid or would have been paid for the
services)."16 While public records do not show the prevailing commercial rate of legal
representation of this scope, Wolf Rifkin and Perkins Coie have certainly exceeded their
respective $2,700 contribution limit. Estimates of law firm billing rates show that the average
billing rate for an eight-year associate is around $785.r7 Given that Wolf Rifkin and Perkins
Coie have at least six experienced attorneys on the case, including four partners, and that the case
has spanned sixteen monthso it is likely that this representation has already amounted to hundreds
of thousands of dollars in fees, and thus very excessive in-kind contributions.
From the public record alone, it appears that Rosen and Rosen for Nevada have violated the
federal prohibition against accepting excessive contributions. As such, it is imperative for the
Commission to investigate the amount to which Rosen and Rosen for Nevada have benefrtted

from excessive contributions from the two law firms.

ra

https://www.fec.sov/data/committee/C00606939/?tab=spending#disbursement-transactions.

ts Id.
ró

https://www.fec.gov/help-candidates-and-committees/making-disbursements-pac/making-kind-contributions-

candidates/.
r7

http://www.lawjournalnewsletters.com/sites/lawjournalnewsletters/201
I 155 I L

201 8-billing-rates/?slreturn:20180223

J
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This federal prohibition is integral to ensuring fair and free elections-candidates must play by
the same rules. When a campaign operates under an unlimited contribution limit, as is the case
here, it is given a boundless and immeasurable advantage over its opponent. This deprives
voters of fairly choosing their representative.
Complainant respectfully requests the Commission to investigate whether Congresswoman
Rosen and Rosen for Nevada have violated the federal prohibition against accepting excessive
contributions. If the Commission frnds any wrongdoing, Complainant requests that
Congresswoman Rosen and Rosen for Nevada be reprimanded appropriately.
Sincerely,

Greg Bailor
Las Vegas,

NV 89148

The above and foregoing is sworn to, and is based upon information and belief of the
undersigned, Greg Bailor.
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whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that s/he
executed the same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and seal the day and year
written

M. }UUS

Notary Public
Commission Expires

MY

lloi
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EXHIBIT A
Images below were found in filings on the Supreme Court of Nevada case management
website: http://caseinfo.nvsupremegourt.us/nublic/caseView.4o?cq.ILD:435-03.
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT A
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